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"BRITISH CONFIDENCE" SAILS 240,000 MILES

One of the busiest ships Afloat is a British Merchant vessel, the

12,000-ton tanker "British Confidence", She possesses a sea mileage record

which, having regard to her comparatively slow speed is probably unequalled.
Since the war began she has steamed nearly 243,000 miles.

This great total sailed through seas menaced both by German and Japanese

submarines, surface vessels and aircraft, is a distance record approximately
ten complete voyages round the world,

To collect and discharge her vital cargoes of aviation and pool petrol,
the "British Confidence" has visited fifteen countries, including Australia,

Malaya, India, Ceylon, the United States and North Africa,

The petrol carried by the "British Confidence" amounts to 230,000 tons

75,000,000 gallons which have fed the engines of our bombers, tanks and motor

trucks in every part of the world where our fighting forces are located. It

is sufficient fuel to maintain 75 large-scaled raids on Berlin,

Although the Captain and crew of the "British Confidence" has been changed
several times during the war, at the end of each trip the Master in commend has

had "nothing to report", U-boats and dive-bombers have failed to interfere

with this ship's clockwork schedule.

At present in command of the ship is Captain E,C. Evans who recently
gained the 0,B,E, following a U-boat attack on the ship he was then commanding.

Captain Evans is a Welshman from Llwyndafydd, Llandyssul, North Wales, The

Chief Engineer is Mr, W,C. Leete, of South Shields, who has served in tankers

for 21 years.

The "British Confidence" is owned by the British Tanker Company and was

built by Cammell, Laird & Co,, at Birkenhead in She is .a single screw

ship, powered by Doxford Diesel engines. Her full complement is 47 men,

excluding her gunners.
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